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By now every security professional must be aware of hacker Kevin Mitnick and the
classic attack carried out against Tsutomu Shimomura on Christmas day 1994. The
attack used IP address spoofing and TCP sequence number prediction to gain
unauthorized
root
accessFA27
to a diskless
workstation
from F8B5
which06E4
further
attacks
were
Key
fingerprint
= AF19
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
A169
4E46
carried out [1][2].
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While non-random TCP sequence numbers can lead to a vulnerability to session
hijacking [3] and IP address spoofing leads to trust exploitation this paper will detail an
attack called (in some places)[4] “spoof bounce” that exploits predictable IP IDs to allow
nearly untraceable port scans.
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What is “spoof bounce”?
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The identification field of the IP protocol helps with re-assembly of packet data by
remote routers and host systems. Its purpose is to give a unique value to packets so if
fragmentation occurs along a route, they can be accurately re-assembled [5]. Many
current IP stacks assure IP identification field uniqueness by simply incrementing the IP
ID field by 1 or some other fixed number every time they send a packet.
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The methods outlined here rely on the fact that the IP ID field must be unique and on the
way that different IP implementations respond to packets with different characteristics.
Most current IP implementations will respond to an unsolicited ACK with an RST and
then increment the next IP ID by some fixed number, they don’t respond to an unsolicited
RST at all, and thus will not increment the IP ID field.
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The essence of the spoof bounce technique is to find a system (called a sensor) with an
IP address that you can spoof that sees little traffic and has predictable IP ID numbers.
You then send traffic to a target, but spoof the source address of the sensor host in the
packet you send. You can then examine the IP ID field of packets from the sensor host to
determine if the target responded to the spoofed packet that was sent.
The first reference to this type of scan I can find is a 1998 BugTraq post by “antirez” [6]
in which he says:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
“ I have uncovered a new tcp port scan method. Instead all others it allows you to
scan using spoofed packets, so scanned hosts can't see your real address. In
order to perform this i use three well known tcp/ip implementation peculiarities of
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most OS:
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(1) * hosts reply SYN|ACK to SYN if tcp target port is open, reply RST|ACK if tcp
target port is closed.
(2) * You can know the number of packets that hosts are sending using id ip
header field. See my previous posting 'about the ip header' in this ml.
(3) * hosts reply RST to SYN|ACK, reply nothing to RST.”
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One year latter in another BugTraq post [7] LiquidK introduces the “idlescan” tool,
attributing the original “antirez” post for inspiration and saying:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
“By using this type of scanner, an attacker is able to fake portscans that appear
as coming from the sensors, and is able to do it with a large network of
distributed sensors, thus appearing to the target, that the attack is coming from a
lot of different machines.”
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One day latter a similar tool called ipidscan was also announced [8] on BugTraq.
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I find nothing further until November 2000 when Teri Bidwell posted the following [9]
on BugTraq:
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“For a year or so the scan tool has been unidentified and referred to by one
Bugtaq poster as “mystery tool number 11". At least, I couldn't find any
correlations that identified it anywhere on the web. If there have been postings
about this and I just didn't find them, then please chalk this message up to IDS
neophyte-ness on my part.
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I decided to tackle finding the tool as a research project for GIAC certification,
and I now believe the tool being used is a slight variant of Idlescan.”
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And most recently David Thibault’s “PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENT FOR GIAC GCIA
CERTIFICATION Network Security 2000” [4] has a very nice explanation of this
technique.
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My own experimentation with the idlescan tool (v0.1alpha3) shows that it may still be
under development, because my examination of the traffic shows the spoofed requests
being sent with random source ports, only the SYN flag being set and random IDs .
(tcpdump output from “./idlescan probe target –p 50-51”)
03:49:1 8.4423
eth0 > sensor.2
> target.50
168169 2777:168169
2777(0) 06E4
win 1024A169
(ttl 64, id4E46
44 710)
Key fingerprint
= 58AF19
FA270738
2F94
998D: SFDB5
DE3D F8B5
03:49:1 8.4509 06 eth0 > sensor . 47937 > target.50 : S 42423 8335:424238 335(0) win 1 024 (ttl 64, id 4894 6)
03:49:1 8.4588 89 eth0 > sensor.3 8357 > target.50 : S 596516 649:5 965166 49(0) win 10 24 (ttl 64, id 5010 1)
03:49:2 0.3985 03 eth0 > sensor.9 158 > target.51 : S 7 833686 90:78 336869 0(0) win 102 4 (ttl 64, id 24754)
03:49:2 0.4065 92 eth0 > sensor.4 8786 > target.51 : S 196751 3926:196751 3926(0) win 1024 (ttl 64, id 20 955)
03:49:2 0.4147 19 eth0 > sensor . 9521 > target.51 : S 304089 172:3 040891 72(0) win 10 24 (ttl 64, id 30121)
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In [4] and [9] the request were SYN/FIN’s, source port = destination port and ID =
39426). And, LiquidK’s TODO list in idlescan.c include adding probe types (icmp echo,
different flag combinations) and adding scan types (fin/ack scan).
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This type of scanning can also be done, more flexibly, using tools such as hping2 [6].

What can this technique be used for?
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Now that we know what spoof bouncing is we can go on to what it might be used for.
These uses are only those which I found during the research for this paper and some of
the more obvious uses I could think of.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Stealth OS finger printing – You could use a tool such as hping2 to test for open ports
and also to test for unique IP stack response ala Nmap [10].
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Stealth Scanning - See “idlescan” and above references.
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Firewalking – See antirez, “more about IP ID”, BugTraq, 20 Nov 1999,URL:
http://www.securityfocus.com/archive/1/35862 (19 Feb 2001)
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Use it to map anti-spoofing rules – If you have a target that you know has an open port
and an appropriate sensor that you can ping directly, you can test indirectly if your
spoofed traffic was allowed outbound. By moving your sensor around the internet (or the
network you are testing) you can find out what anti-spoofing rules are in place and where
they are enforced.
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How could someone use spoof bounce to evade detection?
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There are several ways that this technique could be made more stealthy.
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Find a sensor that is idle, but is actually running a server of some sort, (web server, mail
backup, etc) and then hide your sensor probes in legitimate looking traffic. I.e. use a low
traffic web server and legitimate web request to poll the sensor.
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Use multiple sensors to distribute the scan, as idlescan does.
Use statistical techniques for noise reduction and filtering and you might be able to use
sensors that actually have traffic on them.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Stopping and detecting spoof bounce attacks
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The only real hope in stopping the spoof bounce attacks are for networks to tighten up
anti-spoofing rules (push the rules further into the networks), and/or patch the current
crop of IP implementations to use random IP IDs.
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IDS hosts on each local subnet looking for traffic such as source IP != local subnet AND
destination IP != local subnet and there exists some other recent traffic where destination
IP = source IP above would detect this attack at the origin.
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Another indication that this type of attack might be going on would be a higher than
normal number of connection requests that are simply Reset after my hosts send a
SYN/ACK.
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The only
way to=verify
type
of attack
is at theDE3D
sensor
site. 06E4
A fewA169
honey
pots strewn
Key
fingerprint
AF19 this
FA27
2F94
998D FDB5
F8B5
4E46
around watching specifically for this type of traffic might catch some of the less cautious
attempts. Here you are not looking for port scans or direct attacks, but rather for
SYN/ACK and RST traffic from the target to the sensor unpaired with any outbound
SYN, and probing traffic from the attacker at the same time.
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Future implications.
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What future implications can we deduce from all of this… should we start to ignore
portscans because we can never truly be sure of where they are coming from? Should we
be even more worried about portscans because we now know that what looked like a
dead end when we were trying to track the source of a scan was a dead end for us but not
for the bad guy?
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I’m not sure. But I do know that I expect the tools for this type of scanning to become
much more sophisticated. Anonymity is too valuable to hackers for this not to become a
bigger issue.
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I also know that we will be setting up systems to watch for this type of traffic from the
perspective of all three (attacker, sensor, and target) players in this attack. I also have a
much better idea of what to ask my counterparts to look for at the suspected sensor site
“look for SYN/ACKs from target to sensor that don’t correspond to any valid
connections, and if found then find out what hosts are talking to the sensor and what kind
of traffic they are sending”

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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